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How to be considered a glam grrl with money in the bank, the heart of a lion, and the interest to
make your dreams become a reality. ., a organization which produces such programs as Camp
$tart-Up (a summer business program for Y-Gen ladies) and The DollarDiva's MoneyFair, along
with products like Hot Company( and Ladies Who Dare(, Godfrey's ideas emerge from her deep
knowledge and work with the independent women whose daring and initial management of
their own lives are changing the very nature of the function/existence conundrum. Loving one's
weirdness (which Godfrey calls the fingerprint of the soul), getting noisy (without apology), using
money to exercise voice (while defying materialism), asking forgiveness (when permission has
been skirted), are simply a few of the secrets which open up the door to the indie grrl's real life.
Not your regular how-to reserve, Godfrey uses the lives of REAL indie women to discover secrets
that make them memorable and person. In the centre of Godfrey's stories are instructions that
help Y-Gen femmes find their voice, obtain and use money because of their very own visions
and dreams, and help them gain ease and comfort inside their own exclusive skins. The founder
of Independent Means, Inc. And added to the fun and function of the reserve are activities and
events that readers may use to move deeper-either on-line or instantly. Geeks and girlygirls,
surferchicks and soccerjocks, prom queens and poets, wild stuff and intellects-all femmes on
the way to claiming their personal womanself will see the $ecrets divulged herein, useful on the
journey. Independent women, according to Godfrey, aren't "lone wolves" but are independent
within the middle of like, friendship, and family. .
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Impeccable 20 $ecrets to Money and Independence is a FANTASTIC exemplar for today's do-it-
all femmes.Ms.it's about providing very practical methods (or $ecrets) for a grrl to be her own
person - savvy and independent and in control of her own personal and financial future. She
stresses the importance of women's concepts as stepping-stones that make our dreams
possible.!Thumbs up for Joline Godfrey.Godfrey's style is entirely motivating, and her tactics
foster the active brain, fountain of imagination, and omnipotence within everybody.. being a
leader, growing cash, making passions pay, transporting oneself with poise and confidence, and
making a notable difference are beyond no one. Plus as she makes very clear in the publication
women's financial prowess isn't measured by age group. It is your decision. A pleasure to read
for young and older alike, Joline Godfrey is usually impeccable. She understands how to
empower women of most ages. Yes, I had my daughter at 17. I wish I had a book like this when I
was her age group to help me make sense of life. I've always wanted a college degree. As I was
reading this publication it motivated me to reapply for college. I decided I am going to get the
amount, because I will never be content until I really do the things I've always wished to do.We
recommended this book for anybody. I think guys might even get something from it. Stand tall,
and become pleased with who you are! Follow your dreams! That you can do what ever it
requires to end up being where you desire in the world. The $ecrets within lead not only to
physical freedom and wealth, however the inner development of qualities that generate from
self-reliance and worldly encounter. Even though you don't get just what you fantasy at least
you are assured that you made your own decisions.At the end of each chapter is a really helpful
resource guide which lists plenty of websites, books, video clips to follow-up for further info
(whether on investing, starting a business, being truly a smart philantrhopist, reading about
other 'dollar divas' or numerous other topics) Empowerment For Teen Young ladies and Beyond
Joline Godfrey's book 20 Secrets to Money and Independence offers been making me
personally smile for years. It is your choice to be successful or not, and it won't happen if you
don't opt to do it. These tips have worked well for me!Each chapter addresses a different '$ecret'
related to learning to be a 'dollar diva' - the emphasis is NOT about becoming a great capitalist.
It's the reserve I wished I experienced read when I was 16.The book is a wake up for all women
of all ages to realize there are steps that require to be taken if financial independence is to be
achieved in this life time..An inspiring, informative, no nonsense guide for girls to get clever
about money and independence. Definitive (and fun) guide to money for grrls In case you are a
grrl (or a mother, dad, sister, brother, auntie) of one GET THIS BOOK. I would recommend it to
any young woman.. She enlightens the reader on the originality of themselves and their ideas,
both which can be utilized to empower the globe. This is just what I have been telling my girl for
a long time. It is an easy to understand guide for some of the more complex ideas to become a
well rounded ladies. I first learned all about investing, net well worth, and actually "embracing my
wierdness" from Joline. Now I've a better foundation to pursue my dreams from. It's one of those
books you'll consider constantly when you're reading it.It touches in so many important
characteristics an independent woman needs to cultivate as an adult.. All the other secrets are
excellent, too, and really should be reread from time to time for inspiration! New Eye on
Money/Independence This book was fun,inspiring, and helped me link money with my voice
and values. I was about 20 years of age when I first started scanning this book. In addition to
her insight, the author provides exercises for reflection and resources that unleash the interests
of the curious explorer. Inspiring I am 34, I've a 17 year old daughter going throught the, "I don't
know who I am, where I am going, what to do, or how to get there. Inspired I love this book! Ms."
It addresses the fine line between wanting to be recognized and wanting to end up being



yourself. It's about uniqueness, individuality, and confidence - all qualities that take exploration
and consciousness. This book supplies the inspiration to collect yourself jointly and connect
with life - through business and through pleasure. She emphasizes that belief in oneself can
accomplish anything;.I highly recommend this book to anyone! Young, outdated, female or man.
The communications in this book are types that you can't afford to miss. My favorite secret from
the 20 highlighted secrets can be "Embrace your Weirdness. Godfrey Gets Under YOUR SKIN
LAYER I came across this book to become a powerful device. Independence is normally
something I could have, today.. Joline Godfrey's humor and wisdom combine, producing each
web page a valued treasure. Inspirational! Progressing through this book is like an exciting
journey, filled with wonders and enriching experiences. Godfrey's writing can be fun and witty,
she incorporates a whole lot of pop culture as well as classic models that i think make it
available to women of many different backgrounds. By considering big and proving their ability,
ladies flourish their potential, and shed the stereotypical naiveté` that hinders too many females
in today's society.! It emphasizes letting go of Perfection, Anger, Certainty, Harmful Habits,
Personal Pity, and Things, so that we can make room for our independence to soar. "Let Go" may
be the most important secret for me. Ms. Godfrey gives the reader effective tips on how to offer
with each of these items. I am giving my girl the 20 $ecrets to money and independence today.
You can't be too young to take pleasure from the empowerment this publication provides girl.
And as for the older women, such as myself, you may enjoy this book even more. I specifically
enjoyed the chapters on "Embracing YOur Weirdness and Buying Yourself. Who understood that
becoming weird was a great way to finacial independence? Great perpective on lifestyle, money,
and possibility!
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